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hi, i have an issue with a openvpn i'm using. the issue only occurs on one of my servers (several check running at once, same config on all of them, on the same machine) the error i get is the following. here is the log: status: 1260 error: peer connection failed error: build-kernel: unrecognized
option --cs_value   can any one help me? i'd like to make sure i'm not using this again with the wrong driver/client/version which might be the problem. i was having the same issue as you, and couldn't get it to work with windows 7. i tried what you did with the lancom control panel and it worked.
it's a bit messy, though, as it requires about 5 clicks to get going. it sounds like the exact same problem you're having. but the lancom control panel is still a more convenient way to set it up. it's a simple solution. hi, i installed the software on my mac (yosemite 10.10.5) and when i connect with
the client, it doesn't work. i have tried several times, but i always get the message: "wrong password". i have connected on the wifi hotspot with this mac through the os x client for 6 months and it's never had a problem. but at the same time, when i use it on a windows 10 pc, it works without

problems. can you tell me what's going on? hi, i've had this issue with previously using the original windows client to connect with a windows 10 os. it seems to work fine with the one you've created, but i have to connect from a mac because i can connect via the windows store client on the mac. i
guess it's because the mac client doesn't seem to allow for the mac as a certificate provider. anyway, i'm having the same issue as with the windows 10 pc. the connection fails on the mac and gives a message saying "wrong password". can you help?
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lancom makes sure that each network component can be placed individually in your it environment in the appropriate subnet and that it can then be directly managed using lancom's network management tools. this is absolutely unprecedented and faster than the traditional methods and at the
same time much more secure and reliable than the traditional methods. you can create a lancom subnet from the dashboard for each physical network component, including the ip addresses, ipv4 and ipv6 addresses, hostnames, subnet mask, and default router and dns servers. when testing,

simply connect to the new virtual network instead of a physical network component. lancom takes care of the rest: dhcp and nat is assigned in one step, port-forwarding is automated, and individual components can be placed into a vlan. setting up multiple locations from the cloud is also
significantly easier than the standard methods. with the standard methodology, you have to manually set up multiple network locations and then configure each individual network component. this can take hours or even days. lancom saves you a lot of time by automatically configuring and

installing all the necessary network components (including the dhcp and dns server) from the cloud itself. in addition, each location only has to be configured once. lancom is extremely reliable because it is based on the trusted lancom solution for local network communication. as the same router
technology is used throughout lancom, the potential for conflicts and incompatibilities is minimal. the email support is also particularly good. only if you need help, do you have to contact the support team using self-service features, for example, email or the system's help desk. otherwise, you just

have to navigate through the user manual, use the online help, or ask a friend who knows it. many other lancom products do not have such a direct and easy access to help, which gives lancom the edge. 5ec8ef588b
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